Clover 6

Highlights:

- 1080p Full HD image resolution for reading and distance
- Anti-glare, matte touchscreen
- Magnification of 1.5x to 35x
- Close view and distance viewing
- Live touchscreen panning – explore live, zoomed images without moving the device
- Dual controls – high-contrast tactile buttons and touch screen
- Thinnest handheld available
- Connects to a TV for larger viewing
- Photo mode and 16 high contrast modes
- Continuous use up to 3 hours – battery rechargeable in 2.5 hours
- 2-in-1 handle and stand – fold out to use like a traditional magnifier or close-and-tilt to use as a reading/writing stand
6” HD Portable Video Magnifier Features:

With superior image quality, the Clover 6HD handheld video magnifier offers the perfect combination of compact size, easy-to-use features and superior image quality. The Clover’s two 13 mega-pixel cameras and an HD screen can produce a crystal clear image at any magnification level in any viewing mode.

The sleek and stylish compact design features tactile buttons combined with an easy-to-use touchscreen interface. Use the tactile buttons for zooming in and out or taking a snapshot of what you’re viewing; use the touch screen for browsing your saved images or changing the contrast mode. Switching viewing modes is easy too, just open the reading stand to automatically switch to reading mode, or close it to switch to distance mode.

The versatile folding handle allows the Clover 6HD to be used the same as a standard magnifying glass or can fold into a reading stand for a comfortable desktop reading experience.

Small enough to fit in your pocket or purse, the Clover 6 HD is perfect for on-the-go use. The 5.5” HD screen offers a large viewing area, while the compact, lightweight design gives you the best features in one ultra-portable package. And when you’re at home, connect the Clover 6 HD to a TV or monitor through HDMI to use it like a desktop video magnifier!

$795 + 2.25% Medical Tax + $20 Shipping

Call 1-847-510-2066 for questions.
Order by calling 1-800-919-3375 or online at www.lighthousetoolsforliving.com